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Class 
Aim: 
To develop an interest in weather conditions 
Material: 
Time: 
Calendar made by each child on 9 by 12 manila construe 
tion paper 
Large calendar for classroom 
Weather chart: 
Cold Q! 
Rainyq 
Five minutes each day 
Organization: 
Every morning the weather was discussed. The children 
. indicated the kind of weather on their own calendars. Each 
day a different child noted the changes on the room 
calendar. 
Evaluation: 
The children became more conscious of the changes in 
the weather. 
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Class 
Aim: 
To study about signs of winter--ice and snow 
Material: 
Time: 
Bertha Morris Parker, Winter Is Here, Row, Peterson 
and Company, Evanston) Illinois, 1955, pages l-9 
A sheet of drawing paper 
.(Sample papers follow) 
Fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
The classroom teacher asked questions, and the chil-
dren studied pictures of winter and carried on a discussion 
of page three. They developed the concept that snowflakes 
are frozen water vapor with pretty lace patterns. A dis-
cussion was carried on by the children about snowflakes 
they had seen. 
Page four developed the concept that snow will drift 
and that a sled is difficult to pull in fluffy snow. 
Page five developed the concept that frost is frozen 
·water vapor .. 
. ;
Pages six through nine were discussed and studied. 
The concepts that the thermometer tells us the temperature, 
fire gives off heat, water in the pond freezes from the 
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surface to the bottom, and melting snow forms icicles on 
roofs were developed. 
The classroom teacher made a list of the signs of 
winter on the board as they were given by the children. 
The children were given sheets of paper divided into four 
parts. The children wrote Winter at the top and in each 
box chose something that showed winter and labelled it. 
Evaluation: 
This worked out very well. The entire class worked 
together and took part in the discussion. The illustra-
xions showed that they did learn the concepts. 
Suggestion: 
This method can be used for all the seasons. 
---
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Class 
A~: 
To develop the concept of seasons and their order 
Material: 
Time: 
William Beauchamp and others 3 Look and Learn, Scott 
Foresman and Company, New York, 1956, pages 48-49 
One drawing paper and one worksheet for each child 
(samples follow) 
Fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
Pictures of .the four seasons were presented to the 
class. By observation and discussion, these generalizations 
were formulated: 
1. The seasons follow one another in order. 
2. In fall or autumn, the weather begins to get cooler 
Plants begin to die; darkness comes earlier; and 
we wear warmer clothes than in the summer. 
3. In winter, the weather is often cold. Some days 
are sunny; some days are snowy. It is dark when 
we go to bed, and it is dark when we arise. The 
wind is cold. 
4. In ·spring, the weather begins to get warm. The 
snow melts, and there are many rainy days. The sun 
shines 3 and flowers begin to grow. 
5. In summer~ we have hot weather. The sun shines, 
and there are not so many rainy days. The gardens 
grow~ and we pick flowers and vegetables. 
Evaluation: 
The children learned that the seasons have certain 
major characteristics, and they follow each other in order~ 
as indicated by the attached drawings. The words fall~ 
winter, spring~ and summer were also made meaningful~as the 
success of the following worksheet indicated. 
Suggestion: 
To review the concepts and vary the activity~ pictures 
could be collected to show the kinds of clothing most often 
worn during each season._ 
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Class 
To develop the concept that there are many different 
kinds of weather 
Material: 
Time: 
William Beauchamp and others 4 Look and Learn, Scott 
Foresman and Company4 New York, 1956, pages 44-45 
Seatwork (sample follows) 
Fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
Listed here are the twelve types of pictures presented 
to the children: 
1. Rainy day 
a. Rainy, summer day 
b. Rainstorm in winter 
c. Light rain in spring 
2. SUnny day 
a. Winter day· 
b. Autumn 
c. Windy 
3. Windy day 
a. Warm summer 
b. Cold winter 
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c. Extremely cold winter--blizzard proportions 
4. Cloudy day 
a. Cool autumn 
b. Cold winter 
c. Bright summer with clouds not indicative of 
rain 
The children· examined each picture and described it. 
They told how each picture was alike or different :f'rom eac~ 
other in terms of temperature, wind, and cloud formations. 
The children decided to follow the changes in the 
weather for one week. Newspaper clippings, giving the 
weather report for the day, were brought in and a weather 
calendar was made. 
On some days, the newspaper predictions did not always 
coincide with actual weather condi~ions. The children dis-
cussed the result of their own findings and compared them 
with the newspaper reports at the end of the week. To con-
clude this lesson and to add to the bulletin board display, 
the children did the attached worksheet. 
· Evaluation: 
At the end of their e:x:per~ent, the children proved 
that, in a week, the weather can change many t~es. 
Suggestion: 
In connection with the above-mentioned pictures and 
the worksheet, the words rainy, sunny, windy, cloudy, and 
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rains and snows were added to the vocabulary list of the 
group. 
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Class 
Aim: 
To present certain edible plants 
Material: 
Time: 
William Beauchamp and others~ Look and Learn~ Scott 
Foresman and Company, New York, 1956, page 66 
Seatwork (sample follows) 
Ten minutes 
Organization: 
The following words were introduced: roots, leaves~ 
seeds, and stems. As the children examined the pictures 
of vegetables~ they decided what part of the plant is 
usually eaten. They arrived at the following conclusions: 
1. Celery--the stems and young leaves are eaten. 
2. Asparagus--the stems are eaten. 
3. Radishes and carrots--the roots are eaten. 
4. Lettuce and cabbage--the leaves are eaten. 
5. Peas and corn--the seeds are eaten. 
Evaluation: 
The following. concepts were understood: 
l. We eat the stems of some plants. 
2. We eat·the leaves of some plants. 
3. We eat the roots of some plants. 
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4. We eat the seeds or some plants. 
The desire to plant vegetable seeds for our next project 
indicated that the above concepts were instilled. 
Suggestion: 
This lesson could be reviewed and a new concept~ 
vegetables as important foods~ could be introduced. 
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Aim: 
Class 
To develop an understanding of the meaning of mach~es 
To develop an understanding of the advantages of us~g 
machines 
Material: 
Pictures of different kinds of machinery 
Time: 
Twenty minutes 
Organization: 
The topic was an outgrowth of the children's conversa-
tion ~ the before school period. The teacher at that time 
was using the duplicating machine. Several children asked 
questions about it. The teacher showed the children how 
much faster the machine produced pr~ted papers than if she 
had to do each one by hand. After the opening exercises, 
they continued the conversation and the teacher showed 
illustrations of several machines. These concepts were 
developed: 
l. Kinds of machines 
a. Electrical--refrigerator1 mixer1 toaster1 
vacuum cleaner, sewing machine 1 fan1 iron1 
washing machine 1 etc. 
b. Wheels 
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(1) Toys--roller skates, scooter, bicycle, 
wagon, doll carriage, etc. 
(2) Work--car, bus, trolley car, truck, wheel-
barrow, lawn mower, tractor, train, trailer 
truck., etc. 
(3) Tools--hammer, saw, nails, screw driver, 
etc. 
(4) Engines--steam engine, train, ship, air-
plane, etc. 
(5) Hand machines--knife, egg beater, pencil 
sharpener, scissors, etc. 
(6) Pulleys--clothesline, flagpole, etc. 
2. Machines are used 
a. At work, home, school, and play 
b. On land, water, under water,. and in the air 
c. For construction, gardening, and travel 
3. Advantages of machines 
a. Help to do the work faster 
b. Help to make work easier 
c. Help to save time 
Evaluation: 
The children have an awareness of the value of machines 
and a respect in their own little way of the know-how which 
produces such things. They offered to bring in pictures. 
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Suggestion: 
Have the pictures of different machines which the 
children brought pasted in a large book. 
Let them make up simple stories and print them under 
the pictures. 
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Aim: 
Class and Groups of Ten 
To develop the power to read silently 
To share the knowledge one has acquired 
Material: 
Time: 
Three sets of science books: 
Harvey A. Carpenter and others, Adventures in Science 
with Judy and Joe, Allyn and Bacon., Boston, 1951, 
page 44 
Gerald s. Craig and Agnes Burke, Science All About ~, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1950, pages 67-72 
Herman Schneider and Nina Schneider, Science for 
Work and Play, D. c. Heath and Company, Boston, 
1955, pages 103-116 
Reading of the story':""'-five minutes 
Discussion--ten minutes 
Oral reading of the story--fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
Interest in the planting of bulbs was aroused when the 
first-grade teacher next door gave the class some narcissus 
bulbs. One child said he had a science book from the 
library with a story about bulbs 1n it. It was suggested 
that he bring in his book and read it to the children. 
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Three sets ot science books were provided by the 
teacher. Before the books were given out, the teacher de-
veloped the vocabulary to be met. Each two rows read 
silently about plants from a dif:t'erent book. Then they 
separated into groups and read the story orally to each 
other. Each group had a leader. A child from the first 
reading class was chosen to lead the slow learners. One 
group read at the reading table; another group read at the 
rear of the classroom; and the third group read in the 
corridor. After a class discussion period~ the groups read 
their stories orally to the class, each child having a turn. 
Evaluation: 
Children made use of supplementary books to seek in-
formation and shared this information with others through 
intelligent discussion. The science subject matter aroused 
their interest. 
Suggestion: 
Maintain and enrich the child 1 s interest in plant life 
by providing living specimens, pictures, and stories. 
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Aim: 
Class and Groups of Ten 
To teach the children how·to plant and to care for 
narcissus bulbs 
Material: 
Narcissus bulbs 
Pebbles and water 
Dishes 
Two charts on how to plant bulbs 
Time: 
Twenty minutes 
Organization: 
The teacher prepared two charts on how to plant bulbs: 
The Things Needed 
Dishes 
Pebbles 
Bulbs 
Water 
What To Do 
Put a few pebbles .in a dish. 
Put in three narcissus bulbs. 
Leave a space between each bulb. 
Put some pebbles around each bulb. 
Water the bulbs. 
Put the bulbs .in the sunlight. 
The vocabulary had been developed the day previous. 
The teacher showed the pupils the first chart and asked~ 
11What does this chart tell us?n The children read the 
chart silently. Each child raised his hand when he could 
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read any of the things needed. · The same procedure was 
followed tor the second chart. When the directions were all 
read and understood~ the planting of the bulbs took place. 
The children remained grouped as they were for the pre-
liminary science reading lesson·of the previous day .. Each 
child participated in the planting. The materials were 
placed in different parts of the room so that no group 
interfered with another. Each group cared for its own 
dish garden. 
Evaluation: 
The spirit of competition motivated the children to 
have their garden planted correctly. Each group gave its 
garden the best of care and watched eagerly tor buds and 
blossoms. 
Suggestion: 
Have the children make up a story about planting 
bulbs. Let them draw pictures ot the different phases of 
growth of the bulbs. Maintain and extend uplant life" 
vocabulary. 
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Aim: 
Groups of Nine 
To develop the concept of trees in winter 
To find out through experiment and observation what 
happens to a branch in winter 
Material: 
Time: 
Branch of a tree 
yase of water 
(Sample follows) 
A period of three weeks 
Organization: 
A discussion was carried on about trees in winter. 
The class studied and observed a branch of a tree and then 
placed it in water. A child was selected to open a bud on 
the branch. 
The class was divided into three groups. Group I drew 
the opening of the bud to find the leaf. Group II drew the 
branch placed in water and checked its change in two weeks. 
Group III drew and made a study of the branch placed in the 
vase only. 
Each group studied their exper~ent, made drawings, 
and took turns explaining and demonstrating to the class. 
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Evaluation: 
This method proved very effective and each child was 
given an opportunity to work in a group and study the ex-
periment. The entire class received the benefit of' the 
three experiments and concepts. This method gave the 
teacher time to assist the group who needed help. 
Suggestion: 
This method can be for other experiments. 
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SOCIAL STUDIES LESSONS 
Aim: 
Class 
To make the children aware or the proper conduct on th 
playground 
Material: 
Time: 
Board space 
Chalk 
Twelve-by-eighteen manila construction paper 
Crayons 
Forty minutes 
Organization: 
As part of a unit on "The School,n the children dis-
cussed possible rules for behavior on the playground. A 
list of rules was compiled, illustrated, and placed on the 
bulletin board as was a chart containing each child 1 s 
name. At the end of the day ~f the rules were obeyed, a 
star was placed beside the.child's name. 
Evaluation: 
The experience helped the children to behave better 
on the playground. 
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Aim: 
Class 
To acquaint the children with their immediate environ-
ment 
Material: 
One worksheet 
Time: 
Fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
The following questions were discussed: 
1. How many different ~ds of stores can you think of 
2. What can you buy in these stores? 
3. Does the owner run the store? 
4. Where does the manager get the clothes and food to 
sell? 
From this discussion, the children learned some major 
facts about the drug store, grocery store, clothing store, 
and toy store. They learned that the manager is not always 
the owner, but is hired by the owner to be in charge of the 
store. The drug store has a medicine counter as well as an 
ice cream counter. Sometimes a grocery store sells many 
other things besides vegetables, such as bakery, dairy, and 
meat products. Clothing stores may carry just children 1 s 
clothes or just clothes for adults. The large department 
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stores· sell to everyone. Toys may be bought in many dif-
ferent places, such as the larger department stores. 
Evaluation: 
Children who lack sufficient opportunities to observe 
their surroundings profited most from this lesson. The re-
view period gave them a chance to participate and to use 
their newly acquired knowledge. 
Suggestion: 
Other stores in the town could be discussed in the same 
manner. 
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Aim: 
Class 
To acquaint children with some general facts about the 
policeman, the fireman, the mailman, and the milkman 
Material: 
One worksheet for each child (sample follows) 
Time: 
Fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
These questions were discussed: 
1. How do the policeman and the fireman help us? 
2. Does he protect us just during the day? 
3. Does he stay home in bad weather? 
4. Name some different tasks that the policeman per-
forms to help us. 
5. What things does the fireman do besides putting 
out fires? 
6. What do the policeman and the fireman wear when 
they are on duty? Why? 
7. Row can we help the policeman and the fireman? 
8. What do the milkman and the mailman do for us? 
9. When do they work? 
10. What do they wear when they are working? 
11. Does everyone have a milkman? 
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12. Does everyone have a mailman? 
13. How can we help them? 
The names of the community helpers were introduced, and 
the children were given the attached worksheet. 
Evaluation: 
The children lacking in outside experiences profited 
most from this study. When this lesson was reviewed, these 
children were able to take part in the conversation. 
Suggestion: 
community helpers could be studied separately and in 
more detail either by dramatization or by inviting the com-
munity helpers to address the class. 
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Class 
Aim: 
To give experience at the post office through drama-
tized post office procedure 
Material: 
Post office Mail boxes Mail bag Stamps 
Time: 
Fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
The teacher chose three mail clerks who took their 
pl_aces at the post office. Each child counted valentines 
and went to the post office for stamps. The clerks counted 
the stamps. The children pasted the stamps on the envelopes 
and mailed the valentines in the mail boxes. The teacher 
chose five postmen to collect the mail at the mail boxes. 
The postmen took the mail to the post office. The teacher 
chose three clerks to cancel the mail and three more to 
sort the mail according to numbers. Three more clerks were 
chosen to put the mail in the boxes at the post office. 
Evaluation: 
This method of dramatizing the post office gave a good 
concept about the mail. It gave all the children in the 
class a chance to participate and work with other children. 
This method worked out very well. 
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Class and Group 
To develop an understanding of what a community is 
.Material: 
Time: 
"A Trip to the Firehouse~" Weekly Reader 1 February 4-81 
1957 
Pictures Stories 
Twenty-five minutes 
Organization: 
The discussion of the community was an outgrowth of 
reading about the firehouse in the Weekly Reader. The class 
reread the Weekly Reader that they had the previous day. 
Other community helpers besides the firemen were suggested 
by the children. The teacher explained that a community was 
made up of a group of people living near one another~ work-
ing together in order to make that community a better place 
in which to live. The children discussed the community in 
which they lived. One child remembered reading about the 
milkman and the cleanser in the pre-primer~ Come §.!1Q. QQ.. 
That child read the stories to the class and showed the 
pictures. The teacher showed different pictures of the com-
munity helpers: the milkman1 the mailman~ the policeman1 
the nurse, the doctor, the teacher~ the fireman1 and the 
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storeman. The children had seen ~ puppet show about com-
munity helpers in the second grade. They were most anxious 
to make some puppets and to put on a show o£ their own. The 
teacher chose a leader in each row. They discussed together 
what puppet each row would make. The £ireman, the nurse, 
the teacher, the milkman, and the policeman were chosen to 
be made into puppets. Since two rows chose the policeman 
£rom this listing on the board, the teacher asked the 
leader o£ one row to con£er with the children again to 
choose a di££erent helper. They were very willing and they 
chose to do a grocery man. They decided to make the puppets 
the next day. 
Evaluation: 
Children gained a good understanding o£ just what a 
community is. A great deal o£ enthusiasm was aroused in 
the preparation £or the puppet show. The children worked 
very well togethe-r in the discussion groups. 
Suggestion: 
Have the children make puppets £or the show. Suggest 
to the children that they have~ sentence ready about their 
puppet. 
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Pi'cture 
Reader 
EDITION ONE 
A Trip- to the Firehouse 
Firemen show children 
News About Firemen 
Firemen fight fires for people. 
Firemen_ need ladders. 
They ne~c{ hoses to fight fires. 
Some firemen have boats 
to fight fires. · 
-We do our work. 
_ ·-Dear Girls and Boys, 
We listen to our teacher., 
love, Willy Quack 
~~ll®rru~® News: Fire and Air 
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Class and Groups of Four 
To create a mural 
To make a book 
Material: 
Wallpaper Poster paint 
Time: 
Thirty minutes 
Organization: 
The children had made a study on the story of mail in 
their social studies. Discussion and review were carried 
on in the processing of a letter, and plans were made for a 
mural. Each row was assigned a phase, such as mailing a 
letter, mailman picking up and sorting mail, carrying mail 
by airplane and train, and mailman delivering mail. The 
classroom teacher made a list on the blackboard. After the 
drawings were completed, the class chose the best ones for 
the mural. The mural grQup went to work in a corner of the 
room. The remaining children decided which drawings would 
be used to make a Mail Book. The remaining children were 
divided into groups of four children with a chosen leader 
who, together with them, wrote a story about the drawing. 
After the stories were completed, they were brought up to t 
teacher, who corrected them, and the leader rewrote them. 
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Evaluation: 
This method gave all the children an opportunity to 
participate. It also gave the slow child a chance to ex-
press himself. It freed the teacher to help groups as 
needed. 
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Aim: 
Class and Groups of Six 
To make puppets for the "Community Helpers Puppet Showtl 
To create a sentence about each puppet 
Material: 
Time: 
Nine-by-twelve manila drawing paper 
Scissors Crayons Punch Yarn 
The children made the puppets in their free time--
before school, lunch time, and when they had finished 
assigned seatwork. 
Discussion and puppet show--thirty minutes 
Organization: 
The teacher had told the children the day before to go 
right to work making the puppets as soon as they came to 
school. By the end of the luncheon period, all puppets had 
been made in spare time. Each r·eader conferred with the 
children in his row as to what each child would say about 
his community helper. If any row had difficulty, the leader 
asked the teacher for assistance. Pupils suggested that 
they borrow the puppet stage from the second-grade children. 
One child was chosen by the class to be the announcer. The 
children were then ready to put the show on. 
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Evaluation: 
All children participated happily in this pupil-
dominated project with the teacher in the background. They 
developed good habits of working together. This situation 
presented an incentive for creative writing and carefully 
done handwork. 
Suggestion: 
Let the children perform for other classes in the 
school. 
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Class and Groups or Seven 
Aim: 
To introduce the ramily 
Material: 
Time: 
William s. Gray, Marion Monroe, and others, Fun with 
Dick and Jane, Scott Foresman and Company, New York, 
1956, page 88 
Seatwork (sample rollows) 
Ten minutes 
Organization: 
The children were asked to recall the stories in Fun 
with Dick and Jane which were about family activity. Since 
"At the Farm" seemed to be the ravorite story, it was read 
aloud to the class by a fluent reader. Dick and Jane's 
experiences at grandfather's rarm reminded the childr~ or 
their own ramily outings, which they were eager to discuss • 
. 
\vork time changed into run time when the whole ramily par-
ticipated. The children talked about work that they could 
do around the house that would benerit other members of the 
family. Dusting, raking leaves, shoveling snow, and putting 
toys away were a rew of the things mentioned. Difrerent 
kinds of homes were also discussed., and the word "apartment" 
was introduced. For the activity period following this 
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discussion, the class was divided into five groups with 
seven in each group. Each group received a different work-
sheet which contained pictures of members of a family and 
dwellings. There was a simple story on each page. The 
words noldest" and "youngest" were introduced because they 
were contained in the first worksheet. They were given a 
few minutes to read the words. Then one child from each 
group was chosen to read the words and the simple directions 
on his paper. When they completed the worksheets, the 
children in Group I passed their papers to Group II, and 
Group II passed these papers on, so that each member of 
Group V would have five papers. The papers were put in 
order so that paper number one would be first and number 
five would be last. Then they were stapled, and the seven 
books were put on the book shelf' to be read by the class 
during their free time. 
Evaluation: 
Cooperation and participation in group activity im-
proved. From observation, it was noted that the class was 
more interested in family activities. 
Suggestion: 
The children could collect pictures from magazines 
showing different members of' a family working around the 
home. 
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Aim: 
Groups of" Nine 
To construct a post of"f"ice and mail boxes 
To make stamps 
Material: 
Time: 
Nine-by-twelve oak tag 
Nine-by-twelve white paper 
Crepe paper Red paper 
Fit:teen minutes 
Organization: 
White paper 
Discussed the construction of the post office1 mail 
boxes# and stamps. The class was di~ided into three groups 
of nine each. One group constructed the post of"f"ice1 one 
the mail boxes 1 and the other made stamps. The teacher 
gave paper to the group that made stamps. The teacher gave 
instructions to the mail box group and gave them oak tag. 
The mail box group proceeded under the leadership of" a 
chosen leader. The post of"fice·group proceeded under the 
leadership of a chosen leader to plan and set up the post 
off"ice. 
Evaluation: 
This method worked out very well. All the members of" 
the class participated in some activity. It gave the 
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children experience in working with other children. It 
freed the teacher to help the groups. 
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Pairs 
Aim: 
' !To write and illustrate a farm story 
I 
MateJ!>ial: 
i !Writing paper 
I !Nine-by-twelve manila construction paper 
I 
! Crayons Pencil 
: (Sample follows) 
Time 
Two hours over a four-day period 
Orgaaization: 
From listening to many stories, seeing pictures, film-
strjps, and visiting a farm, a story was written and 
ill~strated by the children working in pairs. The writer 
used his reading book or asked the teacher for the words he 
co~d not spell. He read his story to the illustrator, who 
in urn drew pictures to accompany the story. The story and 
ill1 strations were compiled into a booklet and placed on 
the library table. 
Eva uation: 
The experience gave each child the opportunity to 
demJnstrate the skill in which he excelled. 
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SPELLING AND WRITING LESSONS 
Aim: 
@ 
Class and Groups of Six 
To develop the ability to spell words that rhyme 
To write these words legibly--basic word all 
Material: 
Time: 
Blackboard and chalk 
Large~ lined chart paper and black crayon 
Pencil 
White writing paper 6 by 9 
Seat box sounds 
Development of words to be spelled--fifteen minutes 
Writing of words--fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
The children have learned to write all the letters of 
the alphabet in cursive form. They know all the single 
sounds and have done a great deal of work in rhyming words. 
The teacher printed on the board the word 11 all. n One child 
read what it said. Children made the word with their 
sounds at their desks. One child wrote the word on the 
blackboard~ and another child wrote it on the large~ lined 
chart paper. Several sentences were given orally by the 
children using the word "all.n The teacher used the same 
procedure to develop the following words: ball~ call~ fall~ 
J 
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hall, tall, and wall. When the oral part of the lesson was 
completed, the teacher wrote the words on the board for the 
children to copy on the writing paper. As the children 
wrote, the teacher walked around the room and made a mental 
note of those children who could act as group leaders. 
These children were assigned to a row of children to act as 
checkers and helpers. If a child had made a mistake, the 
pupil leader wrote the word over for him to copy. The chil 
dren whose papers were correct continued to practice. The 
teacher assisted those who were particularly slow. 
In the afternoon when the children were having a free 
drawing lesson, these same leaders placed themselves in 
strategic spots around the room and called the children one 
at a time to check the spelling. Each leader called to him 
the children he had charge of in the morning lesson. 
Evaluation; 
The children received considerable practice in 
written spelling and strengthened their ability to recogniz 
words in both-the "reading and writing" ways. Comprehensio 
was increased due to the use of the words in sentences. 
Suggestion: 
Proceed in the same manner with other words on the 
spelling list. Vary the pupil leaders whenever possible. 
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Class, Group of Eight, and Pairs 
Aim: 
To teach the writing of the word see in cursive form 
Material: 
White, lined writing paper 6 by 9 
Large, lined chart paper and a black crayon 
Blackboard Chalk Pencil 
Time: 
Twenty minutes 
Organization: 
The group consisted of eight writers with poor ooordin~­
tion_ The remainder of the class worked on a seatwork 
paper (sample follows). The word useen was chosen because 
it was meaningful, was in the speaking vocabulary, was re-
peated many times in Grade I reading books, and began with 
an initial sound that the.children knew. 
The teacher printed the word 11 see" on the board and 
had the children identify it. Under the printed form, the 
teacher wrote the word 11 see. 11 Four children at a time wrotE 
the word at the board. Each child had a chance to write on 
the large, lined chart paper with black crayon. The chil-
dren wrote the word in the air and with their finger on the 
desk while the teacher observed. 
Writing paper was distributed and each child wrote 
the word once. This specimen was checked by the teacher. 
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Those whose writing was good continued the practice while 
those whose writing was poor waited for individual help. 
Children who had finished the seatwork paper helped the 
children who were having diffi-culty with their writing. 
They held the child 1 s hand and guided it in the writing of 
the word nsee. 11 
Evaluation: 
Working with a small group enabled the teacher to give 
more individual help where it was needed. The poor writers 
did not get restless since they received constant attention 
and had the satisfaction of seeing an improvement. 
Suggestion: 
Pair good and poor writers for more practice in writ-
ing. 
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Aim: 
Class and Pairs 
To teach and give practice in writing the letter o in 
cursive writing 
Material: 
Time: 
A number two pencil 
A sheet of one half inch ruled paper 6 by 9 
(Samples follow) 
Twenty minutes 
Organization! 
Each child was given another child to work with. In 
grouping, the teacher grouped one able and one non-able 
child. One child wrote and the other watched. The class-
room teacher gave instructions and a demonstration of the 
letter o on the blackboard. 
The teacher demonstrated at the board and said: 
uBegin with pencil a little below the blue line, 
come around to the blue line at the bottom, close it 
up, and swing out. Let's all write the letter o with 
our finger-in the air. We will all write a line of o•s 
together. 11 
The teacher wrote at the board and the children wrote 
at their seats while the other children watched. The 
teacher went to each child and checked that the letter was 
J 
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rormed correctly. The children continued to rill their 
papers arter checked. 
After the'papers had been completed, the other children 
sat down and the teacher again gave the instructions and 
the demonstration. 
Evaluation: 
This procedure or introducing a letter in penmanship 
gave the children instructions twice. The children were all 
able to practice arter the teacher checked them. As the 
children practiced, they were being ob~erved by the other 
child.· The other child was in a position to learn and make 
constructive criticism. The child wrote and was being 
checked so that he started and wrote correctly. This 
method rreed the teacher, who walked around. quickly and 
observed who had learned the letter. This enabled the 
teacher to give instructions to the whole class at once. 
The method helped the child with poor coordination by also 
getting help rrom another child. 
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Group 
Aim: 
To teach the words on~ so~ at~ to, and an 
Material: 
Five words printed on five individual cards 
Time: 
Fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
The pupil leader worked with four children who lacked 
visual perception in this manner. The pupil leader flashed 
the word in front of the. group. She said, "This word is on. 
Say it aloud. Look at it carefully. When I turn it down, 
you are to write it as fast as you can. Look carefully. 11 
Then the card was turned down quickly and the children wrote 
the word. After the children had written the word, the card 
was flashed again. The leader said, 11Lookl Is your word 
just like that?tt The children were told to.cover the word 
they had written. Next, the leader said, 11 Now, here is the 
word again. What is it? Yes, that is right. When I turn 
The 
The 
it down, write it again as fast as you can. Ready.n 
word was flashed quickly. It was corrected as before. 
remaining four words were presented in this same manner. 
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Evaluation: 
The successful results of the spelling test indicated 
that the visual motor method increased discrimination and 
perception. 
Suggestion: 
To vary this lesson~ lantern slides or a tachistoscope 
could be used. 
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Groups of' Eight 
Aim: 
To review the f'ormation and recognition of' the letters 
a, o, b, p, and d 
Material: 
Time: 
Board space 
Chalk 
Writing paper 
Pencils 
Twenty minutes 
Organization: 
The letters 11a, o, b, p, and d11 were reviewed in the 
f'ollowing manner. Each letter was written on the board and 
named; then ·the children traced them three times in the air. 
The children were divided into two groups of' eight. Group 
I was composed of' good writers, and Group II of' children 
who were having dif'f'iculty. Group ·I went to the board to 
write the letters as dictated. Each child in Group II was 
assigned to observe a member of' Group I. If' an error was 
discovered, the letter was rewritten correctly. The same 
procedure was f'ollowed with Group II doing the writing. Th 
board was completely cleared of' any writing; the children 
returned to to write the letters as dictated 
on lined checked b the teacher 
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Evaluation: 
There was less chance of error in the formation of a 
letter with each child being ob.served by another child. 
The experience gave the children three different prac-
tices in reviewing a letter--tracing in the air, writing on 
the board, and writing on paper. 
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Class and Groups of Nine 
To give practice in writing the letter t 
Material: 
Chalk 
Number two pencil 
Nine-by-twelve paper with one half inch lines 
Time: 
Fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
The classroom teacher gave directions and a demonstra-
tion on the letter nt.u The class was divided into three 
groups of nine. The class and the teacher wrote a line of 
"t 1s" together. The teacher went to each child~ checked~ 
and made corrections. A leader was chosen by the teacher 
to write at the board. The group wrote at their seats. The 
group stopped at the end of each line and checked their 
papers together. They held up their papers for the group 
to see and make constructive criticisms. 
Evaluation: 
This method was very effective~ for it gave the 
children practice under pupil leadership without teacher 
supervision. They had many practices~ as well as many 
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opportunities to have the letters taught. It freed the 
teacher to help the group and the children who needed help. 
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Aim: 
Groups o:r Nine 
To give practice in spelling words ball, run, bed, and 
day 
Material: 
One sheet o:r 9 py 12 paper with one half' inch lines 
Time: 
Fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
The teacher presented words using them in sentences. 
Children were selected to write the words at the blackboard. 
The children at their seats wrote the words on their papers. 
The class spelled the words together. 
The class was divided into three groups o:r nine and 
the teacher chose a leader who knew the words :ror each 
group. The leader dictated the words and the group wrote 
the words on their papers. The leader wrote at the board. 
The leader and the group wrote a sentence :ror each word at 
the board and on their papers. The children turned their 
papers over and the leader dictated the words and then 
checked the words. 
Evaluation: 
The·children had many turns and many practices in 
writing the words. It gave the children an opportunity to 
increase their comprehension of the words through sentence 
writing. It freed the teacher to help groups and indi-
viduals. The children's practice was guided each time. 
Check results showed that they knew their words. 
Suggestion: 
Group practice can be conducted by having the leader 
hold a card with the word on it and another child write the 
word at the board and the group write at their seats. 
Group of Ten 
To make writing more meaningful 
Material: 
For each child: 
One soft lead pencil 
One sheet three eighths inch lined paper 
Time: 
Fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
Ten alert children wrote three sentences or rrstoriesn 
using their vocabulary words which were listed on the board. 
It had been observed both in their reading books and from 
repeated writing lessons that a sentence always begins with 
a capital letter and ends with a period or rrstop sign." 
Since the stories were about themselves, they were told to 
start with the personal pronoun ui, 11 to write three words on 
a line following the example on the blackboard, ui can run.n 
They were given partners and allowed to read to each other 
-the list of words and to discuss the stories that they were 
going to write. 
Evaluation: 
The children enjoyed this lesson, and they also 
realized that some drill work was necessary to maintain 
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good writing skills. The stories conveyed a complete 
thought, writing became more meaningful, and they also re-
ceived more practice in reading their words. 
Suggestion: 
Towards the end of the year, the students who were 
proficient in writing enjoyed dictation of simple~ three-
word sentences containing either vocabulary words or spell-
ing words. While practicing writing, they also used the 
auditory perception skills that were learned earlier in the 
year. 
Group of' Twelve 
To introduce the letter d · 
Material: 
Time: 
A so:ft lead pencil for each child 
One sheet of' three eighths inch lined paper :for each 
child 
Fifteen minutes 
Organization: 
This lesson was presented to the entire class~ but six 
skilled writers were allowed to work with siX poor writers. 
All the children watched while the small letter 11d 11 was 
printed on the board by the teacher. They counted as the 
round circle and straight line were made. Next~ the letter 
was traced in the air; then they began their work. The 
pupil leaders guided their students in much the same manner 
as the teacher had done previously. They watched and gave 
help when help was needed. 
Evaluation: 
The slow child completed his paper in the specified 
time. Accuracy improved~ and the student leaders seemed to 
work with more diligence in order to impress the child they 
were helping. 
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Suggestion: 
This lesson could be done at the board with a leader to 
assist each child. 
Aim: 
Pairs 
To provide practice for a child having difficulty in 
coordination in writing 
Material: 
Time: 
Newsprint paper 9 by 12 
Crayon 
Ten minutes 
Organization: 
Two children worked together~ one a good student and 
one needing help. The paper was folded into four parts the 
long way. The child practiced straight lines on one side 
of the paper and made circles on the other side. His part-
nerts duty was to see that the lines were always a straight 
downward stroke and that they touched the folds of the 
paper. The circles were made counterclockwise and touched 
the folds. 
Evaluation: 
The experience gave extra practice to children who 
needed it without the aid of the teacher. 
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CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The writers of this thesis. have endeavored to present 
many lesson plans for class and group situations in all 
areas of the curriculum for Grade I. Plans were found in 
the preceding pages for lessons. in arithmetic, art, health 
and safety, language, music, physical education, reading, 
science, social studies, and spelling and writing. 
While stressing this subject matter with drill to the 
point of mastery, the writers purposed to accomplish speci-
fic concomitant learnings. Among these objectives the fol-
lowing aims were deemed valuable: 
1. To provide for individual differences 
2. To reinforce concepts and skills 
3. To develop powers of observation and concentration 
4. To foster habits of good workmanship 
5. To encourage teamwork 
6. To br:l.ng out the shy child 
7. To develop initiative 
8. To induce wide participation 
9. To maintain interest 
Besides the mastery of subject matter and the attain-
ment of worthwhile outcomes, the writers bad another 
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~portant factor in mind, as demonstrated in the lesson 
plans which they submitted. It was noticeable that so-
cialized grouping with the help of' pupil teachers was widely 
used. This procedure seemed to appeal even to the most 
diffident pupils. Leaders had high standards and there was 
no tooling nor wasting time. Pairs or groups got right 
down·to the need at hand and returned to the:tr own seats, 
without being told, when the task was finished. Children 
asked to work together; to help others; to be helped. 
After the pattern was established it was interesting to 
observe that children carr:ted on socialized learning on 
the·ir own initiative. In the before school period, at in-
door recess, and in other spare time, much purposeful work 
was done voluntarily, such as: 
1. Working on the abacus 
2. Using number drill cards 
3. Working with number builders and number frames 
4. Using clock face 
5. Playing cash register number game 
6. Playing Bingo 
7. Drawing murals 
8. Using toy telephone 
9. Repeating dramatizations 
10. Finishing assigned work 
11. Read:tng to each other 
12. Sharing library books 
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13. Working in phonics books from home 
14. Caring for plants 
15. Feeding fish 
16. Playing with puppets 
17. Practicing writing 
18. Using vocabulary devices 
Socialized grouping proved particularly effective for 
reinforcement work. Practice and review were provided for 
small groups or pairs where there was a felt need. 
In the pleasure of' working with their peers~ pupils 
were stimulated to active participation in the work. Shar-
ing information and experiences led to desirable self-
expression. Marked improvement was evidenced in compre-
hension and skills because of' this type of' activity. There 
were no unfinished work papers~ and almost without exception 
this group practice produced perfect results. 
It must not be felt that group work was left in the 
hands of pupil leaders from first to last. Original pre-
sentation and development of concepts still remain the re-
sponsibility of the teacher. Although socialized grouping 
trees the teacher to work where most needed at a particular 
time~ she must eventually check results of' pupils who have 
been released from her. Neither is it intended that so-
cialized learning situations replace whole class presenta-
tions~ tor they continue to have much merit--such as 
rapport~ to name just one value. 
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It is hoped that su£ficient evidence has been presented 
in the foregoing pages to show that provision for social 
learning appeared to be very practicable. The writers in-
tend to make the procedure a standard technique in their 
classrooms. They report that other teachers in their build-
ings were "forced" to copy the method because the class in 
the experiment talked about it enthusiastically to other 
pupils who in turn asked to try it. The idea sold itself. 
For further study, the writers suggest an appraisal 
of results derived from first grade classes using socialized 
learning situations compared with results of first grade 
classes in which such a plan was kept to a minimum. 
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APPENDn 
APPENDIX 
Arithmetic 
Morton, Robert L., and Merle Gray, Making Sure of Arithmetic 
Silver Burdett Company, New York, 1952. 
-
Abacus--one hundred beads. 
Beginners' Number Builders (Revised), Combination 1-10 with 
Answers, Addition and Subtraction. Milton Bradley and 
Company, Springfield, Mass. 
Coherograph. 
Number Fact Finder, The John c. Winston Company, 1010 Arch 
Street, Philadelphia 7, Pa. 
Art 
nPussy and Dolly and I. n Author and source of poem unknown. 
Health and Safety 
Jones, Edwina, and others, ~ First Health Book. Laidlaw 
Brothers Inc., River Forest, Illinois, 1954. 
Randall, Elizabeth, "Buttercup Cow,n Romney Gay•s Picture 
Book of Poems, p. 18. Grosset and Dunlap, New York, 
1940.-
Smart, Lavila, nsatety E:x:ercises,n .American Childhood 
(December, 1955), Volume 41, Number 4, p. 28. Milton 
Bradley and Company, Springfield, Mass. 
Language 
' Gray, WilliamS., and others, nsally Talks,n The New Fun 
with Dick and Jane. Scott Fo:r-esman and Company, New 
York, l95o.-
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Noon~ Elizabeth F~ Instructor Activity Guide--Poems Children 
Enjoy. s. A. Oliver Publishing Company~ Dansville~ 
New York, 1943. 
T.ippet~ James s., nsh, rt Romney Gay 1 s P;tcture Book of Poems. 
Grosset and Dunlap, New York, 1940. 
Yoakam, Gerald, and others, nThe Three Bears,n On the Way to 
Storyland. Laidlaw Brothers Inc., R;tver Forest, 
Illino;ts~ 1955. 
Mus.ic 
Glenn, Maybelle, and others~ Listen and Sing. Ginn and 
Company, ~oston, 1943. 
Pitts~ Lilla Belle, and others, The F.irst Grade Book, Ginn 
and Company~ Boston, 1949. - -
Drysdale Rhythm Instruments: Brass Cymbals, Drysdale No. 1, 
· $1.00 pair; Triangle Striker and Holder, six inch, 
Drysdale No. 3, $.60 each; Swiss Bells~ Drysdale No. 5, 
$1.00 pa.ir; Jingle Clogs, Drysdale No. 33, $.50 pair; 
Tambourine, Drysdale;No. 12, $1.50 each; Economy 
Rhythm Sticks, Drfsdale No. 37~ $.25 pair; Tom-Tom, 
Drysdale No. 15, ~1.25 each. Walberg and Auge, 31 
Mercantile Street, Worcester, Mass. 
Camden Records, 11 The Children•s March,u·American Marches, 
10-inch disc, 33 1/3 r.p.m. Edw.in Goldman Conducting, 
$1.10. 
Chapelarin C-51, 11Silent Night," Christmas Carillon, 10-inch 
disc, 78 r.p.m. $1.10. 
Columbia Records~ The Parade of the Wooden Soldiers, 10-inch 
disc, 78 r.p.m:- Ray Miller and his Orchestra, $1.10. 
Golden Records 38B~ Away .!!!. !!: Manger 1 6-inch disc, 78 r.p.m. 
$.35. 
Golden Records 
$.35. 
37B~ 0 Chr;i.stmas Tree, 6-inch disc, 78 r.p.m. 
Mercury MMP 5,. "Up on the House Top, u Album Christmas Partz~ 
10-inch disc, 78 r.p.m. 
R. c. A. Victor, 11 Dance of the Flutes,n Nutcracker Suite, 
10-inch disc, 78 r.p.m. $1.10. 
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Physical Education 
Six-inch rubber balls. 
Evans, Ruth~. Record 101-102 "Fundamental Rhythms~ n Record 
103-104 n Animal and Tol Rhythms," Record 105-106 "Play 
and Character Rhythms, 1 Childhood Rhythm Records., 10-
inch discs~ 78 r.p.m. Three hundred and twenty-six 
Forest Park Avenue, Springf1eld1 Mass. $3.95 album. 
Reading 
Coughlan~ Selma,~ and Mabel O'Donnell, The Wishing Well. Row, 
· Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois~ 1943. 
Gray, WilliamS., and others, The New Fun with Dick and Jane. 
Scott Foresman and Company, Chicago, 1951. --
Gray., Williams • ., and others, Think ·and Do Book, to accom-
pany The New Fun with Dick and Jane-.- Scott Foresman 
and Company~ Chicago~ 1951.--
Gray, William s., and others, pre-primers We Look and See, 
We Work and Play, We Come and Go. Scott Foresman and 
Company,---aliicago, 1956. --
Gray~ Williams.~ and others., Think and Do Book, to accom-
pany We Look· and See, We Work and Play, We Come. and Go. 
Scott Foresman and Company, New York, 1952. 
O'Donnell, Mabel, Day in and Dj:Y Out. Row, Peterson and 
. Company, Evans ton, Illino s, --r9'5l. 
Bryngelson,- Bryng, and Esther Glaspey, nspeech Improvem~nt 
Cards,n The New Basic Readers, Curriculum Foundation 
Series, -sco~Foresman and Company, Chicago, 1951. 
Science 
Beauchamp, William, and others, Look and Learn. Scott 
Foresman and Company, New York, 1956. 
Carpenter, Harvey A., and others, Adventures in Science with 
Judy and Joe. Allyn and Bacon, Boston, !951. 
Craig, Geralds., and Agnes Burke,~ Science All About Us. 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1950. -- --
Parker~ Bertha Morris, Winter Is Here. ·Row, Peterson and 
Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1955. 
Schneider, Herman~ and Nina Schneider, Science £or Work and 
Play. D. c. Heath and Company, Boston~ 1955. ---- ---
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
.Children enjoy reading to each other. Here they are grouped 
according to equal ability. 
Language learning situations are not restricted to any one area. 
Here the group is reading "My Weekly Reader". Children will discuss 
the current events under the direction of the teacher. 
l'usic a.nswers several needs of boys and girls. It offers melody 
and rhythm, and permits individual expression and teamwork. 
Two groups of children are playing "Teacher Ball" under pupil 
leadership. The teacher is directing the other groups in dancing. 
These varied group activities give practice in many skills. 
Valentine 's Day found community helpers in t he role of mailmen. 
More appreciation can be gained by the pupil from discussion 
.with his peers than from merely reading alone. 
No motivation needed~ Boys and girls enjoy reading to each other 
in the Before School period. 
A wide variety of props i n the cla r oom are conducive to dramatic 
play. Here the boys and girls are projecting themselves into a farm-
yard situation. 
Children enjoy creating something together. These boys have 
made the puppet stage for the children's puppet show about the com-
munity helpers. 
Group experience will lead some children to express reactions by 
. pictures. These boys and girls have combined their mural with a 
verbal explanation of the scene. 
Children are interested in weather reporting and calendar reeding. 
Large charts like these help them to record the information they 
gather. 
Able pupils lend valuable aid to classmates who need added prac-
tice in motor skills and reading comprehension. 
II 
Willing helper shares knowledge with fellow pupils at indoor 
recess. 
Children show number facts on abacus to satisfaction of pupil 
teacher. 
Correct kinesthetic skill is acquired through imitation of good 
penman. 
Classmates take their work to efficient pupil teacher for 
checking. 
Pupil leaders demonstrate the correct way to toss and to bounce 
a ball. 
Practice in arithmetic skills may be developed through group 
games. 
-,.. .., 
Games are an excellent device for development of speed in word 
r ecognition as well as in number fact s . 
-- ..... 
Valentine's Day found community helpers in the role of mailmen. 
Well balanced luncheons are enjoyed while listeninb to pleasant 
mus ic. 
Membership in the 11Spic and Span Club" fosters habits of clean-
liness, orderliness and pride in appearance. 
Young scientists help each other to plant Narcissus bulbs. 
~~
Before School period provides time for caring for plants and for 
pleasurable reading. 
